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Draft 75: Doggerel 

  

 

 

Who would succeed, as well as greatly think, 

Must sing by Rule, and ne’er in language sink. 

John Bancks, “Weaver’s Miscellany”  

 

 

Caffeine curls on the tired tongue, 

news in the head. Pull the bung 

and in floods bungle, spin and angle, 

backwashing sink of political tangle. 

Mug of the month, sneeze of the day, 

whose germ warfare? Bombs away! 

Then re-lost my watch (this, farcical. Again?)  

but had no trouble counting minutes, when 

New War hopefuls rode their highest horse,  

come to kill us, scorch us (trial by fire, of course) 

by Mono-Vision “Light.” Or lure us and secure us. 

It’s perils of Pauline (again!) on the road to Tsuris. 

History’s lined us up against the wall, all of us, and any. 

Truly WWIII or IV is one or two too many. 

 

What’s a good-enough response to pickles made of quandary?  

The Golden Treasury? The aureate maunder-y?  

It’s dog-trot jogging down this busy road, alert 

to those who’ll trash you since you “wear a skirt.” 

Fishing in modernist streams on a feminist page 

with lines of enigma held on poles of rage, 

I catch the fish once called “détournement,” 

a pissed-off, slimy one who swims in honte. 

It’s shame, thick-piled in nook, and mine, and cranny. 

Declare a war (or not!), fire up, and gun yer granny. 

All in the name of One or Another Holy Irritant— 

outrageous claims “to be the true Church Militant: 

Such as do built their faith upon 

The holy text of pike and gun.”    

 

When I hear tell of heaven’s selfish gravy 

I think these faith-based folk are lit’rally crazy.  

When I see they foresee their Last Days barbecue         

expecting the damned (secularist, Jew,    

gay, atheist and more) to roast in meaty queue,  

or believe the State’s conversion to their preachers’ croon— 
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well! not voluntarily, not likely, and not soon!  

As for mealy, excusing, liberal doublespeak— 

Its long-run hit show is “Babbitt Méchanique.” 

 

Some who mean enormous will say enormity. 

The same ones know for sure religiosity  

is a forceful, stronger word that means religious. 

(Plausible, that one, but rather unpropitious.) 

Full and fulsome are, to those, the same. 

I think that women’s lib should take the blame 

for this and so much more. Like Sexual License. 

Female dress should be dressage. Stone them into niceness. 

 

Archaic sexist proverbs ego in her head 

The ancient hunky wisdom of the dead. 

The current denial of female human rights? 

Return to the field; we will re-fight those fights. 

Still, Dog caught roped around the fence  

feels trapped, feels bad, makes noise, wants hence, 

the shortest way to home. Bow wow. 

O silly dog, the shortest way 

is gone. Can only take the long way now. 

 

That women are dogs is fact quite well known 

(to truest Believers re-gnawing that bone): 

only of use when they’re muzzled or led, 

in Evil whenever they’re given their head. 

Women are dogs, and po’try is what? 

Here is an answer; might please you a lot. 

The one part of dog that will never be missed 

is the first three letters of the word dogmatist. 

Hence the optimal way to resist rigid “God’s Will”     

that, for dreadful bad “Good,” has decided to kill, 

is affirming the tolerant Method of Dog-gerel. 

 

SO: what is poetry, well, swain, what is it? 

If you have no standard, how to tell the sh-t 

from Shineola ®. Or the real from neither? 

In troth, take both, I’m loathe to impose either. 

A claim, at risk of imprecating curses: 

That “rhyme the rudder is of verses.”  

Those who can, do; who can’t, canter, 

their cant says doggerel-mode is only banter. 

NOT SO! 

Contemp’rary poetry too oft sounds self-same. 

So what’s then wrong with dogg’rel’s pelf-claim? 
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It maximizes poet-acrobatic markers; 

insists on slick mouth skills of circus barkers.  

I say that doggerel really gets it right, at last. 

Up doggerel, wreck refinement, go for crass. 

If crude, please analyze why crude is scorned. 

Unwieldy? Tell what’s hegemonic norm. 

If naïve, o simperer, please list for me  

up-market decorums that avoid naiveté. 

If an easy lay to make, I’d give the lie 

to lay, nix easy, and its double sex- 

entendre, that desire to hex 

the female position. Subject p— for sure. 

Lay or lie, such fits have their allure. 

 

This drasty rhyming thing has got me lured.     

More worth than well-prized verse oft-heard. 

Exception: Chaucer’s untoward “toord.” 

All anti-doggish rumors are designed 

as catty cunnings of an under-crafted mind  

to clear the way for “better” (theirs)—my worse. 

Let’s <Vex> our deep-mouthed poetry to verse 

with friendly, thousand percent mangled 

lines. Make jingle so the reader gets all jangled. 

What is “it flows” as well-rewarded praise 

compared to how it stumbles, trips, and  splays? 

Besides This Poetry could earn real money 

as star of stage or screen or ads—it’s funny. 

Who wouldn’t want a bit of extra cash 

Cooking Amer-Canad-English into hash. 

Quirks quick, using “25 words or less.” (That’s fewer.) 

Works us over, red, white and truer-bluer.  

“Writing a book? going for glory? 

Well, kiss my ass. There’s your love story.” 

Dump poems winning Goodie Two Shoes prizes. 

I want dervishing data, disgraceful devices. 

 

Yet what is the meaning of doggerel from dog? 

if jumping’s the point why not froggerel from frog; 

if pinguid engorgement, try hoggerel from hog; 

if bumpy and wooden, use log-roll from log. 

That canine I lived with had reasons to pout. 

He wanted him in when I wanted him out. 

He’s too strong, too useless, he lies on the couch, 

snags napkins and pens; brays, snuffles, bites—Ouch!— 

but for all Big-Dog Faults, of rhyme he’s not guilty. 

His paws may be large and his jowls may drool filthy, 
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but doggerel’s canard upon him and his kin. 

A -nomer that’s mis-, a  –sult of his in-. 

Although I suppose that in matters canicular 

you can’t be too Sirius, or even too particular. 

So we’re stuck with this word, whether lite-bright or dumb-dumb, 

though dictionary defs. cannot tell where it comes from. 

 

I’ll defend to the breath not the dog trot or dog cart 

but the woman, as best source of poetic dog-art, 

form being no more than extensions of cunt-tent, 

Best woman, best thought gets the poem unbent. 

It’s a logic as good as most rampant today 

when we make war (not love) or get blown out of the way. 

I say women are dogs and that doggerel’s OK. 

Only women are poets, only girls get the bay. Yea! 

 

Still, this dogged defense of one gender for mammals 

doesn’t solve the dilemma of Poetic Trammels. 

Is doggerel the purest tip-top poem-making,     

gold standard for wince-induced moments of quaking? 

the nice mode for freeze-burn (or freezer-dried) aching? 

Or is doggerel the symptom of poetaster disease, 

a tumbling avalanche that wastes paper trees, 

a cheap tactic for satirists probing the lax, 

the supine conformists, the formalist hacks, 

the Skulls sending Your kids, not their own, to fight. 

Yell “bad poem” (like “bad dog”), “you’re a blight.” 

Yet prosody handbooks praise “poems” like this.  

My judgment’s awry, my panties a-twist— 

wrong-right, dogtrot-epic, pudding or schist. 

All these opposites and binary formations— 

Undo them, screw them, lose yr patience. 

See? My doggerel’s full of didactic elation, 

ut this, and ut that. Ut it all! Here’s your ration.  

 

Poets are those knowing how words may mix, 

troping the troop so they toot some cute tricks. 

Poets specialize in meter and rhyme; 

doggerel excels at, accelerates time. 

Poem essence, folks say, equals this: rhyme and meter. 

And Doggerel produces. It couldn’t be neater. 

It’s proven three times to be poem at its best. 

Thrice-repeated illogic puts all doubt to rest. 

If these achievement criteria are as absolute 

as Religion or War claims, without one single doute, 

then this is poet’s poetry, the poem’s poem, poetissima 
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unleashed, unbounded, optimal bonissima. 

 

Syntax trumps sense, meter rides o’er syntax, 

rhyme hits up all with hockey stick wacks, 

a punishment come from insisting on worse win 

gamely, in Name of (Nom du) Pair Gershwin. 

This manner of poem you want to deem “rough”? 

Your laureate’s limp. You clearly lack stuff 

to revise dinky verslets right up to snuff. 

You tax your readers with metrical monotony. 

Reading your work is like instant lobotomy. 

 

So I’ll just rattle on with grotesque textuality 

straining the leash of your vexed liberality, 

pretending a wide-eyed, cute subjectivity, 

oblivious to badness—and to my proclivity. 

Breath must have death, and thus, satisfaction, 

love and above, a knee-jerk reaction. 

Do not neglect moon and June with a spoon. 

Resist, if you can, sour cream cum raccoon. 

Can you tell what conventions are best for this time? 

Then precisely what’s wrong with my rattle-on rhyme? 

Who could want to be high-lit’rary merely— 

like just being male when we all could be queerly. 

Who could want to be bored with correct recipe 

when cooking and spicing and stirring is glee. 

Doggerel’s so bad that it can’t come to grief. 

It’s Two Thousand and Five. We need Comic Relief! 

We need more mixage-drivel, less straight-edged bevel. 

We need poetry played on the mishugas level! 

 

Enough already? of going round and coming round. But no— 

there’s plenty further coming round to go. 

 

 

       

 

 

 

done various times 

between June 2000 and July 2005 
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Notes to Draft 75: Doggerel. The epigraph is by the “Weaver” poet of the eighteenth 

century, John Bancks. There are two citations from Samuel Butler’s Hudibras. The one 

about the “Church Militant” is from Part I, Canto I, ll. 194-96, and the one about “rhyme” 

is from Part I, Canto I, l. 464.  The concept of the “New War” is from an essay by Erica 

Hunt.  The Yiddish words: tsuris means trouble; mishugas means craziness. 

 

 

 


